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But voice assistants don’t 
understand “this”





Pointing

Eye Gaze
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Part 1 - Comparing VAs

In Part 1, participants used Google VA, Google Lens, and GazePointAR to find a recipe that 
uses a specific pasta sauce.



Part 2 - Ambiguous Queries with GazePointAR

In Part 2, participants interacted with GazePointAR to complete three additional query tasks: 
math, price comparison, and celebrity search.



Part 3 - Design Probe & Co-Design

In Part 3, participants first watched five design probe videos, then brainstormed and tried 
their own context-sensitive queries.



Key Findings

● GazePointAR is simple, fast, natural, and human-like.

● Participants preferred to speak pronouns, but not always.

● Pronouns are often for difficult-to-pronounce, long, or unknown object names.

● Gaze-only is preferred to keep interactions hands-free.



Answerable Queries



Unanswerable Queries



Key Limitations

● Support multiple pronouns (e.g., “Which is healthier, this or that?”).

● Support queries with no pronoun (e.g., “What would be good for dinner?”).

● Provide explanations to its answers.

● Reduce having to dwell.
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Study 2 - First-Person Diary Study
With GazePointAR v2, the first author used GazePointAR in their day-to-day activities for five days, 
recording their observations.









● GazePointAR is natural and companion-like.

● GazePointAR still has several limitations:

○ Referents in the past require gaze history (e.g., “Where did I leave my keys?”).

○ Multiple referents require gaze shift (e.g., “Which is the healthier, this or that?”) . 

○ Pointing is impractical in public. 

○ Extended dwelling causes eye fatigue.

Study 2 Findings





So, What’s Next?

- GazePointAR is simple, natural, and human-like to 

speak to.

- Future context-aware VAs should leverage 

longitudinal natural eye gaze input.

- Future research should further study LLM-driven 

query disambiguation.



“I want to say queries with and without pronouns, 

because whichever comes to mind first, that’s the one 

I want to say. GazePointAR should adapt to me and 

my natural eye gaze” [P12].



Let’s Connect!

Email jaewook4@cs.washington.edu

Website https://jaewook-lee.com

Twitter https://twitter.com/jaewook_jae

Thanks for listening!
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